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Abstract— Digital images and videos play a very important
role in everyday life. Nowadays, people have access the affordable
mobile devices equipped with advanced integrated cameras and
powerful image processing applications. Technological develop-
ment facilitates not only the generation of multimedia content,
but also the intentional modification of it, either with recreational
or malicious purposes. This is where forensic techniques to
detect manipulation of images and videos become essential. This
paper proposes a forensic technique by analysing compression
algorithms used by the H.264 coding. The presence of recom-
pression uses information of macroblocks, a characteristic of the
H.264-MPEG4 standard, and motion vectors. A Vector Support
Machine is used to create the model that allows to accurately
detect if a video has been recompressed.

Index Terms— Compression, digital videos, forensic analysis,
forgery detection, macroblocks, manipulation, support vector
machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR centuries, human beings have used images to shape
the reality around them, or to modify it, depending on the

message they want to convey. The invention of photography
in the 19th century is a turning point in the use of images.
According to Collier [1]: “The excitement that greeted the
invention of photography was the sense that man for the first
time could see the world as it really is.”

However, this statement may not be completely accurate
in today’s digital age. The ease with which digital images
and videos can be manipulated has increased dramatically in
recent times, and several software and mobile applications
to perform modifications, such as Adobe Photoshop, GIMP,
Adobe Premiere, Snapchat, etc., are available to conventional
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users. These manipulations might be useful for improvement
purposes, and they employ frequently tools based on artificial
intelligence to achieve these improvements, such as object and
facial detection and recognition, and augmented reality, among
others.

In addition to this, due to the ubiquity of mobile devices
and small cameras, it is possible to find a significant num-
ber of computer-related offences involving illegal possession,
distribution or modification of multimedia content. The use
of mobile devices for this purpose makes them an important
source of evidence, which is why forensic analysis must be
able to authenticate the content and examine whether it is
original or has been manipulated.

The capabilities that modern technology offers to deceive
human sight was explore researchers from the journal
Cognitive-Research [2] in July 2017. They used a dataset
of 40 scenes, 30 of which were subjected to five different types
of manipulation, including physically plausible and implau-
sible manipulations. These were shown to 707 participants,
who were asked to distinguish whether a scene had been
manipulated or not. The study found that only 60% of the
people were able to detect the fake scenes, and even then,
only 45% of them were able to tell exactly where the content
alteration was.

All these arguments, are the basis of a strong motivation to
develop tools to accurately detect modifications in images and
videos. Methods for verifying the authenticity and integrity
must be updated constantly, following new methods and trends
of media modification and image processing.

This work is structured as follows: a brief introduction
to the techniques of manipulation in digital videos is given
in Section II. In Section III, a summary a of related works
involving video manipulation detection is presented. Basic
concepts of video compression, are explored in IV. The
proposed detection algorithm and mathematical basic concepts
required to develop this work are explained in Section V.
Later, in Section VI, the experiments carried out and the results
obtained are shown. Finally, the conclusions and proposals for
future work in this field are presented in Section VII.

II. MANIPULATION TECHNIQUES IN VIDEOS

In a general way, videos consists of a sequence of images
called frames. The process of codification to achieve good
levels of compression, depend on the techniques used to
take advantage of the spatial and temporal redundancy that
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Fig. 1. Inter-frame manipulations.

Fig. 2. Example of frames from a security camera.

contiguous frames have. A first classification of modifications
on videos considers whether the modification alters the spatial
or temporal information, by altering partially or totally the
images extracted from individual frames.

A. Inter-Frame Manipulations
Inter-frame manipulations consist in modifications of the

original information of an image, by inserting, duplicating,
exchanging or deleting complete frames that make up the
video, as shown in Fig. 1.

One of the main purposes of this manipulation, is to
remove an undesired event registered in the recorded scene.
Additionally, it is also possible to include objects, or actions in
the scene by adding external frames. If we take as an example
the sequence of surveillance images from a traffic camera,
such as those in Fig. 2, it is easy to make the white vehicle
in Fig. 2d disappear from the scene by removing that frame.

Even though human eye is generally incapable of detect-
ing differences between an original video and a video with
inter-frame modifications, specially when modifying a small
amount of frames, the manipulation processing operations
leave a trace in the content information after compression
algorithms take place.

B. Intra-Frame Manipulations
Intra-frame manipulation focuses on the alteration of indi-

vidual frames, and can be classified as follows:
• Pixel-level manipulation: This consists of treating the

frame as a single image and applying manipulation tech-
niques to images such as the views in the previous section,
for example, copy-move, splicing, or in-painting.

• Frame level manipulation: In this case a modification
affecting the whole frame is employed, such as resize or
edge cropping. This can be used to hide video content
that is located at the edges of the frame. For example,
time and place marks.

Unlike the example shown with the inter-frame techniques,
if the objective is to hide the presence of a vehicle from
a surveillance camera (Fig. 2), an intra-frame techniques
would target edges, either by removing them, or applying a
copy-move modification, instead of removing the frames in
which the car appears.

III. PREVIOUS WORK

A. Intra-Frame Manipulation Detection
In general, techniques applied to disclose manipulations

in images, can be applied to individual frames to detect
intra-frame modifications, such as copy-move, splicing, or in-
painting, among others.

In-painting is a technique that has seen an increasing
attention due to the improved results obtained by using novel
machine-learning and artificial intelligence algorithms [3]–[6]
and its use in specialised software applications. A technique
to disclose in-painting, is given in [7]. A video is analysed
by subtracting pixels that occupy the same spatial position in
consecutive frames. In order to detect the duplicated content,
authors correlate the 3D blocks of the frames. The presence of
high correlation indicates the location of identical content in
contiguous frames. Another technique for in-painting detection
is provided in [8]. Individual frames are analysed, and a
zero-connectivity feature is employed together with a fuzzy
membership function, which relates blocks that have been
created artificially, thus lacking of image artefacts present
in authentic zones of the video, and introduced through the
process of image formation.

In [9], authors proposed an approach for detecting and
locating regionally-based in-painting in videos. The method
detects irregularities in spatial-temporal coherence between
consecutive frames. The video is first divided into sets of
frames and then the coherence between each of these sets
is calculated. In other words, sets with unnaturally high
coherence or abnormally low coherence would be classified
as manipulated frames.

Another good source of information when dealing with
images, is the noise produced by the originating device,
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as noted in [10]–[12]. In the former work, a multi-modal
fusion protocol is applied to noise of frames, using a com-
bination different correlation residue features, obtained after
performing latent semantic, cross-modal factor, and canonical
correlation analyses on the noise sub-blocks. The remaining
works, use temporal cross-correlation applied to the noise
residues discloses modifications by detecting unusual val-
ues of the correlation in the tampered areas. Aggressive
lossy compression applied in compression techniques poses
a big difficulty for noise estimation from video frames,
which might make this algorithms suitable for surveillance
videos.

In [13], authors observed that re-sampling caused by
applying affine transformations to a video, introduces certain
statistical correlations about the given content on individ-
ual frames. The correlations exposes modified zones, but
requires of noise estimation as well. Another related work,
but focused on images, can be found in [14], where an
Expectation-Maximisation algorithm, together with Weighted
Least Squares, allows to detect re sampling and estimate the
kernel for the transformation.

B. Inter-Frame Manipulation Detection
Devices introduce noise into each frame when recording

a video. Since this noise follows a particular pattern in a
sequence of consecutive frames, it is possible that, by inspect-
ing these traces, changes between the frames are detected.

In [15], authors used the variance between the average
noise of the frames and a particular one. Frames with higher
variances would be marked as inserts. It was not proven to be
effective on compressed video, and furthermore, it was tested
on self-recorded video and is not sufficient to determine its
applicability.

Authors of [16] proposed an adaptive motion algorithm that
was able to detect and locate falsifications in interlaced and
de-interlaced videos. They were based on the detection of
correlation disturbances for interlaced and inter-frame motion
disturbances for de-interlaced. This method, however, was
ineffective for low-quality video.

Reference [17] uses the concept of the camera’s Sensor
Pattern Noise (SPN) to determine if all the frames in the video
were recorded with the same device. The results obtained
indicated that the algorithm was reliable for uncompressed
video, but performance deteriorated for compressed video.

Another way to manipulate a video is by temporarily
cutting it, interspersing frames from two different videos.
When merging frames from different videos, it must be taken
into account that it is necessary to synchronise their speeds
(frame-rate).

The method suggested in [18] is based on the motion-
compensated interpolation property because it leaves
detectable traces in the frames. The authors were able to
suggest a system that worked for uncompressed and slightly
compressed video (e.g., H.264, or TV broadcast video) and
achieved promising results, even when used on only a subset
of frames. In addition, the system worked well in small spatial
windows, allowing this detector to be used as a possible
tool for detecting copy-paste counterfeit attacks. However,

the number of interpolated frames observed had to be large
enough for the system to successfully detect counterfeits.

In [19] the up-rate conversion of frames based on edge
strength is detected. They use a certain threshold to distinguish
the original zones from those that are up-converted, and based
on this, they estimate the theoretical speed of the original
frames. For a total of 300 test sequences, they achieved an
average detection rate of 95%.

The authors in [20] developed a blind detection method
based on frame-level analysis of a characteristic called ’mean
texture variation’ (MTV). Each generated ATV curve was
processed in the video candidate as evidence of the upward
velocity conversion. This technique could locate the position of
the interpolation of the frames and help estimate their original
speed.

C. Recompression Detection
Recompression, or double compression, is an inevitable con-

sequence of counterfeiting, since, after applying successfully
a modification, the compression process must be applied again
to save changes.

The first steps in this direction can be traced back to [21],
where authors propose an algorithm based on the simple
assumption that when an MPEG video is manipulated, two
compressions took place: first, when the video was created,
and second, when it was resaved after such alteration. They
also exploited the fact that within a Group of Pictures (GOP),
frames show a high correlation between them, so that adding
or deleting a frame in a GOP increases the motion estimation
error, which also results in periodic detectable peaks.

Later, another work by Su et al. [22], also focused on detect-
ing frame-based tampering by detecting double compression
in MPEG-2 videos. Instead of basing the frame aggregation/
deletion detection process on temporal characteristics, the
authors suggested using frequency characteristics. It was
observed that when a video is recompressed after the frame
is added/deleted, some high frequency components are lost
in the recompressed frames due to the desynchronisation of
the GOP and the non-linear quantification performed in the
encoding process. These variations not only help to detect the
forgery but also to locate it.

Another counterfeit detection technique based on double
MPEG compression is the one proposed in [23], where abnor-
malities in the DCT coefficient patterns are treated as an
indication of frame insertion/deletion. The authors extracted
characteristics from the GOP, which are then used by a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) to determine the original bit rate of
the given double-compressed video, and it is observed that the
detection performance of the technique was relatively lower
for videos with lower bit rates, because a larger quantification
scale requires a more robust quantification process, which the
technique was not prepared to handle.

In the same year, a similar technique was pre-planned
in [24], although with a novelty: its ability to detect transcoded
videos, that is, videos that had been double compressed
using two different compression standards. The authors also
observed that after an MPEG-2 video was transformed into
MPEG-4 video, the previous MPEG-2 compression traces,
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these generated new periodicities that were clearly observed in
the histograms of the reconstructed Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) coefficients. The authors presented the results in the
form of receiver operating characteristic curves and stated that
perfect results were obtained in case of low bit rates. These
curves also showed that as the target output bit rate increased,
the detection performance decreased. It also assumed that
transcoding always suggested manipulation.

On the other hand, in [25] it is proposed to detect double
encoding even if the main frame set had been removed.
This method has the additional advantage of being able to
effectively locate the counterfeit, and is also suitable for H.264
encoded videos, as opposed to [24] that worked only for
Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) videos. The modified
methodology was also able to estimate the number of deleted
frames.

Reference [26] uses the Markov statistics to detect double
compression. They rely on the fact that double quantisation
with different parameters will inevitably introduce round-
ing errors, leaving artefacts detectable. The random Markov
process could capture such artefacts for detection. In [27]
author’s approach is based on the extraction statistical char-
acteristics of the macroblocks of P-frames. They propose to
detect double MPEG compression with the same QS. Feature
extraction occurs during repeated compression of the video at
the same QS factor.

The problem of estimating the exact number of com-
pressions is addressed in [28]. In this work, a combination
of multiple SVM is applied on feature vectors, created by
considering statistical information about the most significant
digit of the quantised transformed coefficients, and justifying
their theoretical assumptions by what the so-known Benford’s
Law and its applications to image processing and digital
forensics [29], [30].

Aside from analysis made directly to the content of the
video, metadata might provide useful information of post-
processing [31]–[34], for example, by looking for information
left by editing software, changes in the structure of files
obtained from the source device, inconsistencies in metadata
information (frame rate, size, duration, etc.), or differences in
thumbnails against full size images. The main drawback of this
approach is that experienced users might edit this information
to conceal the modifications made. Nevertheless, techniques
based on metadata analysis is useful in many cases.

A warning is made in [35], where authors state that mul-
tiple compressions were an under-explored topic and that it
is risky to make assumptions regarding the authenticity of
digital content simply on the basis of the presence of double
compression. Their claim was supported by the simple fact that
digital content available on the Internet generally undergoes
more than one compression, even if video is only transmitted,
uploaded, downloaded or watched. Many of these works have
been carried out for MPEG-2 standard, and for this reason,
the work presents here aims to address the very common
H.264 compression. For this reason, some techniques address
double compression by analysing DCT coefficients, assuming
images are compressed using JPEG-like algorithms. However,
H.264 introduces new compression techniques [36]. The main

concepts, useful for the detection technique introduced in
Section V will be explained next.

IV. THE H.264/MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION

Given that H.264, also known as MPEG-4 Part 10, is widely
used by several devices, internet streaming sources, and also
TV transmissions, the analysis focuses on modifications made
on videos encoded with this standard. Let us remind some
of the main and concepts involved in the H.264 compression
standard.

A. Frame Types
A frame can be considered as an individual image which

contains a small amount of the temporal information contained
in a full length video. The whole set of frames is presented
in sequence, at a speed such that the transition from a frame
to the next is not noticed by the human eye, and gives the
feeling of a continuous and smooth movement. The infor-
mation that two temporally close frames have, introduces a
lot of redundancy. This characteristic is used by compression
techniques to reduce file sizes. In the case of H.264, frames are
pre-processed to take advantage of this redundancy by clas-
sifying them as follows, according to how their information
will be compressed and encoded:

• I-Frames: they are encoded using only information found
within the same frame. Spatial redundancy can be used in
order to achieve better compression results, and common
techniques partition the image in blocks of size 16 × 16,
or even at size 4 × 4 to achieve better quality.

• P-Frames: in addition to spatial redundancy, P-Frames
also take advantage of the high temporal redundancy
found between close frames. To achieve good levels of
compression, motion estimation and compensation tech-
niques are employed by partitioning the image in blocks.
These type of frames, refer only to the information found
in past frames.

• B-Frames: similar to P-Frames, but in this case, temporal
redundancy from both, past and future frames is used.

Motion estimation techniques used by implementations of
the H.264 standard require of partitioning a frame in blocks,
which are individually processed (see Fig. 3). These blocks,
known as macroblocks are also classified according to the
procedure specified used to perform codification:

• I-MB: For I-Macroblocks (intra-prediction), only mac-
roblocks within the same frame that have been
reconstructed are used. According to the ITU H.264 rec-
ommendation, I-MBs can be processed either considering
the original 16 × 16 size, or by using a 4 × 4 partition.
This type of macroblock can be found in I, P or B-frames.

• P-MB: Predicted macroblocks use blocks from other
frames to be estimated and encoded. In this case, a motion
vector is associated to the macroblock, which identifies
the location of the referenced block. Also, a motion com-
pensation is computed, this is, the error of the estimation.
These macroblocks can be found in P and B frames.

• S-MB: Skipped macroblocks, as the name suggests, are
those for which no information is transferred to the
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Fig. 3. Prediction sequence of frames according to type.

decoder. When decoding takes place, a macroblock must
be selected to supply the information missing. This mac-
roblocks can be found in P or B-frames.

P and B macroblocks can be further partitioned in smaller
subblocks, of size 16 × 8, 8 × 16 or 8 × 8 to improve quality.
However, during the motion compensation step, a vector for
each subblock is required.

This is a rough classification, and it will be further refined
in Section V-A. Let us continue with a shallow introduction
of the prediction mode.

B. Intra-Prediction
Estimation of blocks in intra-prediction mode is carried

out based on previously encoded and reconstructed blocks
(within the same frame). For the luminance sample, the whole
16×16 block can be processed, or it can be further partitioned
in 4 × 4 subblocks. In the case of 16 × 16 prediction,
4 modes can be used, all of them using the information found
in the left and upper blocks, and using a plane extrapolation.
for the 4 × 4 partition, 9 different modes can be selected,
using the information of left and top pixels as well. In both
cases, selection is decided according to the mode that better
approximates the original data.

Chromatic samples are always processed as 16 × 16 blocks
using one of the 4 modes explained for the luminance case.

C. Inter-Prediction
In the case of inter-prediction mode, blocks are predicted

using information from blocks contained in previously recon-
structed frames. According to the smoothness of the region,
macroblocks can be further partitioned in 16×8, 8×16, or 8×8
subblocks. These subblocks can also be further partitioned in
8 × 4, 4 × 8, or 4 × 4 subblocks, to achieve a more detailed
result. The election of the subblock size involves a tradeoff
between image fidelity, and data economy and processing time:
each subblock requires of a motion vector, which in turn,
must be selected from a spatial neighbourhood of a different
frame.

Additionally, the motion compensation must be stored as
well. In this case, smooth blocks give low energy residuals.
Thus, big partitions will be used for large homogeneous areas,
while areas with more texture will need smaller partitions.

V. MULTIPLE COMPRESSION DETECTION TECHNIQUE

The detection technique is based on the analysis of the
differences found in the macroblock types and motion vectors
in a video and a recompressed version. For this purpose, the
FFMPEG tool is used. We start this section by presenting an
overview of the methods and information that can be extracted
from a video with FFMPEG.

Fig. 4. Motion vectors extracted from a MPEG4 compressed video frame.

A. The FFMPEG Project

FFMPEG is a free software multimedia platform capable
of decoding, encoding, transcoding, transmitting, filtering and
playing most audio and video formats. It is developed on
GNU/Linux but also compiles and runs on most operating
systems, development environments, architectures and config-
urations. It has a GNU LGPL license, which guarantees a
certain freedom when sharing and modifying the software,
ensuring that the software is free for all its users [37].
It is possible to use FFMPEG to analyse the macroblocks and
motion vectors of any MP4 video file. An example of a frame
with the analysed motion vectors printed as arrows can be seen
in Fig. 4.

1) Macroblock Types: As mentioned in Section IV-A,
frames and macroblocks are classified in types according to the
way they are processed, compressed, and encoded. To obtain
the macroblock types, it is possible to use the -debug option,
together with the mb_type flag. This command outputs an
matrix of macroblock types, with the most usual types being
encoded as follows:

• i: 4 × 4 intra-prediction with 9 different modes of
interpolation,

• D: skipped blocks (B slice),
• >: reference to previous frame (P or B slices),
• <: reference to future frame (B slices),
• X: reference to past and future (B slices).

Additionally, partitions are encoded in the debug output as
follows:

• |: the macroblock is partitioned into two subblocks of
size 16 × 8,

• -: the macroblock is partitioned into two subblocks of
size 8 × 16,

• +: the macroblock is partitioned into four subblocks of
size 8 × 8.

Once the types and partitions are obtained with the ffmpeg
method, differences in block types, and motion vectors of
each recompression are counted to compute the feature for the
SVM. As more compressions are performed, fewer changes
are found. To obtain the information of motion vectors, the
tool MPEG-flow1 has been used.

1https://devhub.io/repos/vadimkantorov-mpegflow
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Fig. 5. Main elements of SVM.

B. Support Vector Machine

SVMs are supervised machine learning models, very useful
for classification, pattern recognition, and regression analysis.
Classification is performed using a sample of vectors from a
vector space for the training phase. The objective of the SVM
is to find the best hyper-plane that divides the data of all the
training samples into two or more well-differentiated classes,
that is, to determine the hyper-plane with the maximum
distance from the point of each class that is closest to it
(Fig. 5). The new data was grouped to the cluster to which
the distance is less.

Nevertheless, two problems arise when employing SVM:
• Spaces studied have generally more than two dimensions

and do not have a linear representation. This problem is
solved with the representation by kernel functions, which
project the information to a space of multidimensional
characteristics by means of a non-linear mapping.

• Appropriate kernel parameters selection. To apply
non-linear techniques, some parameters depending on the
kernel function must be estimated (for our case, the
Radial Base Function (RBF), with parameters C and γ ).
To find the best test and training classification parameters,
the parameter optimisation method is used.

C. Multiple Compression Detection

This algorithm will be used for the forensic purpose of
determining whether a video has undergone more than one
compression, which is the first evidence that the video may
have been manipulated in any way. The detection of recom-
pressions is based on the study of the statistical characteristics
of the Macroblock Mode (MBM).

The MBM is a feature that consists of the type of mac-
roblock and motion vector. To extract this feature, a video
is recompressed repeatedly on the same quality scale and
then calculate the number of different MBM between two
sequential compressions. Finally, these extracted statistics are
used by the SVM to determine whether the video is original
or whether it has been recompressed.

This method is inspired by the convergence of the Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) coefficients computed
when an image is compressed multiple times [38].

For a macroblock M , the MBM is composed of the two
properties as follows:

MBM(M) = (Mtype, Mmv )

Fig. 6. Stable macroblock.

Fig. 7. Decrease in number of unstable macroblocks after successive re-
compressions.

where Mtype is the macroblock type and Mmv is the motion
vector. Two macroblocks are considered to have the same
MBM if and only if Mtype and Mmv are identical. Skipped
and I-macroblocks do not require of a motion vector, thus,
in these cases, comparison of Mmv is not carried out.

For a sequence of compressions on a video, a macroblock
in a given temporal and spatial position is stable if it has
the same MBM in the i -th and the (i + 1)-th compressions.
Otherwise it is considered unstable. See Fig. 6.

The first part of the detection technique consists in extract-
ing a single feature value from two H.264 videos. This feature
registers the average number of unstable macroblocks detected
in the frames of the whole video. To extend the analysis to n
compressions, a vector of n entries are computed:

v f = (v0, . . . , vn−1bv f v )

where vi is the feature extracted from videos of the i -th
and (i + 1)-th recompressions. For i = 0, the original and
first re-compression are considered. The obtained vector is
the input for a previously trained SVM, which is used to
estimate the number of re-compressions of the inspected video.
For simplicity, the approach employed, extracts the feature by
using only unstable macroblocks from P-Frames.

Even though the process can be applied for a specific
number of re-compressions, accuracy drops as the number of
re-compressions grows, as can be seen in Fig. 7. After a second
compression, the average number of stable macroblocks drops
slowly, making difficult to accurately determine the number of
compressions.
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Fig. 8. Feature extraction process.

To formalise the definition of the feature values vi , let us
define with N the total number of P-frames in the video,
and denote with Mi (k, x, y) the macroblock found in the
i -th re-compression, the k-th frame, and whose top-left corner
starts at (x, y). This means that x, y are multiples of 16, the
size of the macroblock.

Then computation of vi is given by Eq. (1).

vi = 1

N

∑
k,x,y

I (Mi (k, x, y), Mi+1(k, x, y)) (1)

where I is the function defined by:

I (Mi (x), M j (x)) =
{

0 if MBM(Mi (x)) = MBM(M j (x))

1 otherwise

with x = (k, x, y). A dataset with multiple re-compressions
of test videos is employed to create the training set using the
feature extraction already explained.

The proposed detection algorithm can be better understood
with the diagram shown in Fig.8.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Throughout this section, all the experiments performed to
evaluate the effectiveness of the training-based manipulation
detection algorithm are shown. They are intended to check the
variation in accuracy when applying the algorithm on different
resolutions. The ability to detect whether the video is original,
has had double compression or triple compression is studied.

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, a dataset containing
digital videos from different models of mobile devices with
different resolution sizes was used. The employed dataset has
been generated using personal devices which allowed us to
test the algorithm for different resolutions, and thus it is not
publicly available by the time of writing. MP4 format videos
have been selected with the most common resolutions: 720 ×
480, 720 × 1280, 1920 × 1080 and 3840 × 2160 (4K). Most
of the selected videos have been used for the training of the
SVM in order to have a wider knowledge base. The rest have
been used for prediction. Table I shows a summary of the
characteristics of the dataset used for training and prediction.

TABLE I

DATASET USED FOR EVALUATION

TABLE II

COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES

TABLE III

ACCURACY OF RE-COMPRESSED VIDEOS DETECTION

The characteristics of the computer hardware on which the
experiments have been performed are presented in Table II
This is an important factor to take into account since the
execution times of the different tests may vary according to
the available computer resources.

First, the knowledge base for training the vector support
machine was created. The videos selected as training datasets
for each resolution are used as input for the recompression
detection algorithm. Once the machine is trained with the
feature vectors generated by the algorithm, the prediction can
be started. This test consists of extracting the characteristics of
the videos to be tested so that the SVM machine, once trained,
classifies them according to their recompressions.

In the first group of experiments, the aim is to detect
whether a video is original or has had at least one recom-
pression. In this case, the algorithm extracts only two charac-
teristics from the videos of the dataset. Therefore, the vector
support machine is trained with original and recompressed
videos, the resulting model consists of two classes to discern
whether the video is original or not. An experiment was run
for the videos with the different resolutions of the dataset and
additionally an experiment was done mixing all the resolutions
to evaluate the tolerance of the algorithm to the size of the
video. For each of these experiments the characteristic vectors
were taken scaled (normalised) and unscaled. The results
obtained for each of the experiments with different resolutions
are presented in Table III.

As shown in the Table III, the proposed detection algorithm
has a hit a detection rate above 90% even when the resolution
is low (720 × 480). At all resolutions the results are superior
when the feature vector is not scaled, even in the case where
the system is trained with videos of different resolutions.

Tables IV and V show the resulting confusion matrices for
each of the analysed resolutions with both, scaled and unscaled
feature vectors respectively.
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TABLE IV

CONFUSION MATRIX WITH SCALED DATA

TABLE V

CONFUSION MATRIX WITH UNSCALED DATA

TABLE VI

SUCCESS RATE FOR MULTIPLE RECOMPRESSION DETECTION

In the second group of experiments one more feature is
extracted than in the previous experiments in order to deter-
mine whether the analyzed videos have been recompressed
more than once, and if so, to know if they have been
recompressed one or two additional times. As in the previous
case, for the experiments the characteristic vectors have been
taken scaled and unscaled. The results obtained for each
of the experiments with different resolutions are presented
in Table VI.

As shown in the Table VI, the proposed detection algorithm
has the best hit rate (88%) when the video has a resolution of
720 × 1280 and the data is unscaled. Tables VII and VIII
show the resulting confounding matrices for each of the
analyzed resolutions with the scaled and unscaled feature
vectors, respectively.

Table IX shows the algorithm execution time for each of
the resolutions.

Table X shows a comparison between the proposed method
and related works found in the literature, and precision of
each technique is detailed as reported in the original source.
It is worth mentioning that results are applied on different
datasets, which have less videos than the set considered in
this work. Most of the state-of-art techniques are applied
only to detect if a recompression has been carried out, thus,
in the case of the results obtained in [28] and our proposal,

TABLE VII

CONFUSION MATRIX BY RESOLUTION WITH THREE
CLASSES WITH SCALED DATA

TABLE VIII

RESOLUTION CONFUSION MATRIX WITH THREE
CLASSES WITH UNSCALED DATA

TABLE IX

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

TABLE X

COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNIQUES

the column for “Double Compression” shows the accuracy
to detect if at least one recompression has been carried out.
Observe that [28] outperforms our work, but we have used
videos in several resolutions and sizes, which is not the case
in the aforementioned work.
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Other works mentioned in Section III have not been
appended to Table X since no data of the accuracy of such
methods has been explained in the inspected documents.

VII. CONCLUSION

Digital image and video content has information that goes
beyond the visual. This information is of great forensic value,
since its correct exploitation can guarantee the authenticity
and integrity of the content. Because of this, digital images
and videos are an exceptional source of evidence when
it comes to resolving legal proceedings. The development
and continuous improvement of new technologies means
that conventional users are capable of altering image and
video content with professional results, imperceptible to the
human eye. This is in addition to the fact that the detec-
tion of manipulations is a complex task and also requires
continuous improvement to adapt to such a scenario, so it
is essential to develop forensic tools capable of detecting
these manipulations, which are increasingly professional and
common.

The line of research that has been followed in this work
begins with a study of existing techniques for detecting
manipulation of digital images and videos, devoting more
effort to techniques for detecting splices in images and double
compression detection in videos.

A manipulation detection technique based on the H.264/
MPEG4 video standard for the detection of recompressions
in MP4 videos has been designed and implemented. This
technique compares the motion vectors of the macroblocks
of two sequential compressions of the same video, and then
makes use of a SVM to classify the video.

A dataset has been created to evaluate the proposed recom-
pression detection technique and a public dataset has been
used to compare the results with other related research. The
evaluation consisted of two experiments divided into groups
according to the resolution of each video:

• Detection of original or double-compressed video, the
algorithm has achieved maximum accuracy with data
scaled to 100 percent for 4K resolution video, for all
other resolutions not less than 90 percent.

• Detection of original video, double compression, or triple
compression where the accuracy decreases slightly with
respect to the detection of original or double compression,
has an average accuracy of the order of 80%. However,
the best result is still a high resolution.

The experiments have been carried out for both non-scaled
and scaled data, obtaining very similar results between them.
Therefore it is not relevant to scale them.

Tests have also been conducted by mixing all resolutions,
obtaining less accurate results than in those tests where resolu-
tions have been separated. The performance of the algorithm
is directly proportional to the resolution of the video to be
processed and the amount of recompressions to be detected.

Based on the results obtained in this research, the future
lines of investigation proposed in this work are the following:

• Extend the recompression detection algorithm for use
with video codecs other than H264.

• Use deep learning techniques and increase the number of
extracted features to improve the accuracy of recompres-
sion detection.

• Optimise the recompression detection algorithm to reduce
the processing time for high resolution video.
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